
 

Birthing and Monetizing Your Gifts through 
Sexual Sovereignty 

-  INTRODUCTION - 

 

Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass  
 

We spend so much time looking outside ourselves for the answers and guidance. It is               

time for you to be governed from within your very Temple Body, to know, trust, and remember the profound                   

wisdom that lives within. As you strengthen your primary relationship, with yourSelf, your inner compass               

becomes clearer and guides you on your path. This is the way of an Embodied Feminine Leader.  
 

 

A resource for your path is the TEMPLE BODY ARTS Guiding Compass. The Compass has 6                

points: a central point, Intention, surrounded by four points representing Vertical Alignment {Sacred             

Embodiment and Creative Power} and Horizontal Alignment {Sexual Sovereignty and Expressive Arts}. The entire              

compass is encircled by the Feminine Mysteries. 

 

 

The TBA Guiding Compass supports aligning with your highest YES. Through this journey of              

birthing your gifts and reclaiming your Sexual Sovereignty, you ultimately connect with and define your own                

inner guiding compass and discover what these concepts mean for you and how you live them. 

 

 

Your Intention is where you begin. Intention invites you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs, and                

actions with your highest desire, deepest dream, and greatest YES.  

 

 

This trimester is about embodying, birthing, and monetizing your gifts through           
the journey of reclaiming your sexual sovereignty. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

TEMPLE BODY ARTS GUIDING COMPASS 

 

What is Sexual Sovereignty?  

you are your own authority and can choose your path aligned with your divine purpose. Temple 
Body Arts empower you to harness your sword of discernment, speak your truth, and pave your way. 
You have the choice to be sovereign in all aspects of your life, including your 
sexuality. Temple Body Arts is about reclaiming and awakening your sexual sovereignty through the 
journey of honoring your cycles, rewriting old stories, and giving yourself permission to live from 
empowered pleasure.  
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You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. You have an opportunity to create a                 

positive, loving relationship with your yoni and womb, as you value and trust yourself. As a sovereign woman,                     
you get to choose how you show up and say YES to your sacred why and all that desires to birth through you at                               

this time. 

 

When you connect with your sexual sovereignty, you learn to move through life 

and create from a place of empowered pleasure. 

 

 

Phases of the Moon & Our Menstrual Cycle 
We are here in sisterhood to celebrate one another's unique gifts, to come together in               

collaboration instead of competition. I am honored to have co-created this trimester with my dear womb sister,                 

Phoenix Na Gig, a beautiful channeler for a new earth. Phoenix brings her deep wisdom and experience of the                   

four archetypes which coincide with the moon, our womb, and our cycles. We offer this womb wisdom to                  

support you in understanding your own personal unique rhythm with the moon and the gifts that come with                  

each phase. 

  

As you learn to understand yourself as a changing woman, and how your innate power               

and wisdom shifts with your moon cycle, you can reclaim what is rightfully yours. Phoenix shares, “All women                  

with a physical or energetic womb, are experiencing four phases of hormonal, physical, spiritual changes in a                 

lunar cycle, every 29.5 days. Even though each of our cycles is different, we can align with the moon.”  

 

We will be working with 4 Archetypes, which are aligned with the current lunar              
cycle: 
 

Sacred Dreamer   (New Moon)        |        Graceful Warrior   (Waxing Moon) 
Mother/Lover   (Full Moon)          |                     Wild Woman (Waning Moon) 

 

 
Each archetype that lives within you is here to guide, teach, and show you the way,                

you just have to give her space and permission to be fully felt and expressed. We invite you to map your cycle                      

with the moon. Day 1 is the first day of menstruation and the start of the Sacred Dreamer Archetype phase,                    

aligned with the New Moon. 
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TEMPLE BODY ARTS MOON COMPASS 
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Understanding the Shadow  
 

It is important to explore both the shadow and the light aspect of each archetype               
as you birth your sexual sovereignty and gifts into the world. You will see the shadow of                 

each archetype reflected by the words in the center of the inner gem of the Moon Compass. 

 

"The Cave You Fear to Enter Holds the Treasure You Seek."  

~ Joseph Campbell  

 

 

Through these different phases, the invitation is to get to know yourself, your             
innate rhythm, and how to create from each phase. By honoring your innate wisdom within               

these phases, you receive clarity and inner guidance. However, this is only possible if you give yourself the time                   

and space to go within and commit to this journey of self-discovery. If you are not honoring yourself through                   

these different phases, the shadow part may come into play.  

 

As you learn to align with these different archetypes within your own cycle, you              

tap into your feminine power to intuit, create, connect,  give birth to, let go of, and surrender. 

 

 

An Invitation to Track Your Cycle 

Phoenix has offered her moon chart for you to track your cycle and your              
feelings, emotions, physical sensations, days of bleeding, etc. You can find the “Your Moon              

Chart” in the Resources Tab of this Trimester. 

 
Collecting & Working with Blood 

In this journey, I invite you to use a moon cup, or reusable pads to collect your                 
sacred blood to offer to the earth, and keep some on your altar (in a special vessel or jar with a lid) to begin                        

working with your menses in ritual form, to release, amplify, and birth what it is you are desiring. 

 
Working with ‘your blood’ and its power is possible in every life cycle, whether you               
are bleeding or noT, you can always connect with the power of your intention.              

When I refer to ‘your blood,’ I invite you to enter into the same process and connect with symbolic                   

representations of blood in your own creative way, this could be red paint, clay, wine or any other form you feel                     

inspired to work with.  
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS 
 
 

What is your Intention for this journey of birthing and monetizing your gifts through your sexual sovereignty? 

What is your desired outcome for the end of this trimester?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 What does Sexual Sovereignty mean to you? What does it look like in your life?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is one limited belief you are aware of, that might be holding you back from monetizing and offering your 

gifts?  Are you ready to shift this now? 
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Monetizing Star map  
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Path to Birthing and Monetizing Your Gifts  
 
With each feminine archetype and cycle, we will explore different aspects of the monetizing star               
aligned with the themes and phases of the moon Compass and points of the TBA Guiding                
Compass. Each point of the star and module builds upon the other. We begin with clarifying your                 
Sacred Why and completing this trimester with launching your Birth Plan.  
 
SACRED DREAMER (Cycle 1: June 10 - July 7)  
 
Reflect and Receive with the New Moon and your Sacred Dreamer time. This is about dreaming into your                  

soul's purpose, why you are here, and who you will serve as your divine client. This is a potent time to                     

tune into your Sacred Why and recognize ‘what turns you on’ is a guide to revealing your unique gifts.  
 
❖ Sacred Why (Center Gem) - Your passion and sacred mission in life.  

What are you most passionate about? What lights you up, ignites you, gets you fired up? Why 

do you do what you do? How do you desire to serve? What is your sacred mission in life? When 

do you feel on purpose and what is inspiring you to take action? 
 

❖ Unique Gifts - Your innate gifts you are here to share.  
What gifts are you here to offer? Reflect on your journey including your initiations, what has 

brought you to say YES to Temple Body Arts? When you think back to the times in your life, 

when you have felt most alive, turned on, plugged in, present, fulfilled, grateful, on purpose, and 

inspired? What do you truly value?  
 

❖ Divine Clients - a person whom you have a soul contract to serve. 
Who is your divine client? Who can relate to your story, your experience, and your offering? 

Who are you here to serve and reach with your message? What are the common challenges 

they experience? You will learn about defining your niche and its importance in reaching your 

divine client.  
 
GRACEFUL WARRIOR (cycle 2: July 8 - August 4)  
 
Under the Waxing Moon with the Graceful Warrior, align and take action to bring your sacred dreams                 

into the world. You will be guided to bring your gifts into form through creating and refining your                  

Magnetic Message. Speak to your niche. Complete your Desire MAP. Organize your time. Create your               

calendar and schedule as well as discern where to direct your energy. Cultivating strong boundaries and                

structures will support your focused attention.  
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❖ Magnetic Message -  speak to the results you promise to deliver.  
Speak directly to your divine client with what your divine client desires. What are you inspired to 

offer? Find the sweet spot between your passions and what people are willing to invest in. 

Reach your divine clients with a solution for their problem or struggle. Your offering is here to fill 

the gap of where your client currently is and where they desire to be. 
 
MOTHER /  LOVER  (Cycle 3: August 5 - September 1)  
 
Share your gifts and birth yourself into the world with the full moon and Mother / Lover. Define your                   

signature essence, up-level your relationship with sacred technology, embody your wealth frequency,            

and know your value. With a generous spirit, you will become more visible. Learn about and offer                 

discovery sessions to connect with your potential clients. It’s time to be seen and build community.  
 

❖ Signature Essence - Your Brand essence.  
What makes you unique and stand out from all the noise? You will discover and embody your 

unique signature essence that holds the frequency your divine clients desire and wish to awaken 

within themselves.  

 

❖ Sacred Technology - explore your relationship with sacred        
technology. Learn how to share your offering with the world through online marketing and              

social media. You will learn about social media platforms (Facebook & Instagram), developing             

your website and your mailing list. Build community and the online platforms that will support               

you in sharing your message and magnetizing your divine clients. 

 

❖ Wealth Frequency - Embody your value and know the worth of your            
gifts. Recognize your value, rewrite old limiting stories around money and wealth. Make love              

to numbers. Understand the dance of reciprocation; giving and receiving. Learn how the             

frequency of gratitude can shift your relationship to the world and money. 
 
WILD WOMAN (Cycle 4: September 2 - October 6)  
 
Under the waning moon, work with Wild Woman to support you to refine your offering by seeing and                  

feeling what is and is not in alignment. Take this time to integrate the first modules, and give yourself                   

permission to go into any shadow work that might be present. Use Expressive Arts to move through any                  

stuckness or release what you no longer need to step into embodied leadership. It is time to refine, map                   

out, and express your offering through writing and other mediums.  
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WOMB TRUTH & Blood Mysteries (Cycle 5: Oct  7 - November 10)  
 
Journey through all archetypes as you harness the gifts of each cycle and the blood mysteries in support                  

of your birthing. Dive into the stories held in your womb. Reflect on your womb timeline and the                  

initiations you have moved through in your life. What is your personal signature story that will become                 

part of your magnetic messaging to bring your divine clients towards you? It's time to release any shame                  

held in your body, so that you can prepare to birth your gifts into the world. 

 

 
EMPOWERED PLEASURE (Cycle 6: Nov  11 - December 2 ~ Closing)  
 

Embody, empower, and express your signature essence as you birth your gifts into the world. You have                 

been preparing to birth from a place of pleasure and power. Whether you are birthing the next evolution                  

of yourself, a project, or a program, the Sexual Priestess Archetype will guide you to birth and create                  

from a place of empowered pleasure. Feel the structures in place to support the implementation of your                 

offering with ease and grace. 

 
❖ Birth Plan - Birth your signature soul offering into the world  

You are ready to map out the path to create the income and impact you desire through being of 

service. It is time to bring into form and implement all the points of the monetizing star 

alongside the feminine mysteries. Build your tribe to support and cross-pollinate your magic. 

Create a clear funnel to attract and nourish your divine clients.  An essential aspect of birthing 

and monetizing your gifts is building trust through relationships and your actions.  

 

❖ Embodied Leadership (Encompassing Circle) - You are the embodiment          
of what you stand for. After moving through the different points of the monetizing star               

and journeying through the feminine archetypes, you recognize how your essence self is your              

brand. Your embodied expression represents your brand, sacred why, and signature soul            

offering by how you show up in the world and present yourself authentically.  
 
 

We are here to birth a new paradigm collectively. 
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